EJOT Spiralform® screws are special fasteners for safe and problem-free screw fixings
into metallic materials, especially steel and stainless steel.
Characteristics:
1. Spiralform® thread
EJOT Spiralform® screws have four small lobes that are positioned at 90° around the
diameter of the screw and run spirally along the length of the thread. The thread that is
formed by the lobes corresponds to metric ISO-standard thread DIN 13, tolerance class
6H.

2.Spiralform® Plus Forming-Point
The Spiralform® Plus-Point and cylindrical thread is designed to achieve low thread
forming torque making the initial thread forming process easier.

3. Circular Section
The circular section and small lobes of the Sprialform® thread allow the thread to be
formed easily but at the same time ensuring that optimum contact between the screw
thread and mating materials is achieved. This results in a consistently high strength
process capable joint.

4. Wide range of materials
EJOT Spiralform® screws exist in a range of different strengths and materials (see table).
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The EJOT Spiralform® product family
The requirements for thread forming screws differ from application to application.
Therefore we have developed an EJOT Spiralform® product family which meets the
different demands.

Thread forming - The better economical solution
The unit cost of a traditional metric fastener makes up only
20% of the overall cost of the total screw joint. The remaining 80% of the cost are made up
of the cost of thread cutting, deburring and cleaning operations, consumables such as
screw taps and pitch gauges, quality control and any rework and rejected parts, not to
mention the cost in time of each of these operations.
Thread forming using the EJOT Spiralform® screw on the other hand is far more
economical than thread cutting since many of the operations and consumables mentioned
above are simply eliminated.

Design recommendations.
When using the EJOT Spiralform® Plus thread geometry, please ensure sufficient
insertion depth for blind holes in particular. The screw point „Plus“ reduces the number of
fully load carrying threads by about four (see table below). Spiralform® Plus should be
used where sufficient insertion depth and hole clearance are available.

For applications in light weight alloys and die cast materials we advise using the EJOT
ALtracs® screw. For thin sheet metals with a thickness of 0,4 mm to 1,0 mm the EJOT
FDS® fastener is recommended.

